Sanctuary Cove Boat Show

Sanctuary Cove Boat Show must rate as one of
the best in the world. Below the Fusions prepare for berthing; The Power cat: Our attractive
Fusion Model; Shoes; Right Derrick Kelsall
chats with fusion owner Andrew Pounder and
Bottom R. Jason Gard answers questions.
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Sanctuary Cove also saw the release of the long
awaited Fusion 40 Power cat. Long queues of
interested clients, (many coming back two and
three times) gave the definite thumbs up on this
fabulous vessel. The Yanmar BY series diesels
deliver 22 to 32 knots, with very impressive fuel
consumption figures, and low wash this will be
important factors as more rgulations come into
force.aware

Moulded steps are now available from Yachting Siam
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We must thank Kaye and Greg White, the Sydney Fusion Agents, for not only taking the time,
away from their business, but allowing us to use
their beautiful Fusion 40 “Kalani” at the Show.
These pictures show the attention to detail and
the quality of craftmanship that demanded the
atttention of showgoers.

Furniture components or flat panels are now available
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“Cruis’n Hues”

Tim and Colleen Huesʼ beautiful Fusion 40 was
launched at the Abel Point Marina in Queensland recently. Johnny Warren once again organised a perfect touchdown. The rig has now
been fitted and the UK Hyde sails go on this
week. Tim canʼt wait to see his sailing dream
come true. More pics appear on the “Gallery”.
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At Fusion we
certainly are
thinking outside
the box when it
comes to future
possibilities.
We also invite any
of our hundreds of
readers to
contibute any of
your great ideas
for helping create
a “greener”, more
environmentally
friendly craft.

Talking of Electricity on the water, I thought
these pics taken at Hamilton Island were good
enough to publish in the Newsletter:

Next issue Fusion launchess 1st Diesel Electric Hybrid
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Peter Plant of Thailand Agent, Yachting Siam,
sent these pics of the line of Fusions in their
assembly facility near Kosamui.
Below: Australian Lance Reynolds, inspects his
new Fusion 40 under construction, and as can
be seen, Lance was all smiles at the great work
being done by this progressive company.

Generators
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Smaller, lighter and significantly quieter than
traditional generators, the WhisperGen™ heat
and power system is your quiet, diligent first
mate monitoring battery charge and heat levels,
utilising a built-in self-diagnostic system so that
you can set it and forget it.

The DC WhisperGenTM heat and power system
is a uniquely quiet, independent power generation and heating system adapted for the marine
sector, mobile, and remote home environments.
It provides power to automatically charge
batteries that run all of the onboard / remote
applications anytime. It automatically provides
hot water and also heat for a warm and dry
living environment inside.
The DC WhisperGenTM is designed to be used
as an electricity generator that also produces
heat. The system is designed to charge batteries such as those used to provide electricity in
remote homes, boats or other mobile applications.
The WhisperGenTM will provide more than
enough electricity and heat to satisfy the requirements of an average boat, providing both
electricity and heating with minimal noise and
extremely low exhaust emissions.

STOP PRESS: new Deck Layout available from Jason

